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ABSTRACT 
The grotesque in F lannery O ' Connor' s fiction has always been a 
central concern of  her readers and critic s ,  because it is  such a prominent 
aspect of  her work and is usually connected with the equally pervasive 
characteristics of violence, destruction, and death. Many of her critics 
see the grotesquerie of  her characters and landscapes as  indicative 
of humanity ' s  fal len existence--that it serves only to reveal what is  
wrong with the human condition. Such views echo the premises of Wolfgang 
Kayse r ' s  theory of  the grotesque presented in his  well-known book, The 
Grotesque in Art and Literature, but as I point out, this theory cannot 
provide an adequate context in which to fully understand O ' Conno r ' s 
use of  the grotesque as she described it in her public lectures and 
private correspondence .  Al  though 0' Connor acknowledged th.at the gro-
tesque in her fiction functions to awaken her audience to the "distor­
tions" she saw in human existence, she also wrote that it a f firms the 
potential for good in humanity. Therefore, I propose that Mikhai l  Bakhtin' s  
theory of  the grotesque, presented in his  work, Rabelais and H i s  World, 
offers a more appropriate context in which to examine O ' Connor ' s  gro­
tesques than does Kayse r ' s ,  because its premises assert the dignity, 
not the damnation, of humanity . 
This thesis, then , examines O ' Conno r ' s stated.intentions concerning 
her use of the grotesque and shows how they reflect more the premises 
of  Bakhtin ' s  theory than those of  Kayser ' s .  I reinforce this point 
by employing these premises to i l luminate the grotesquerie in O ' Connor ' s  
two novel s ,  Wise  B lood and The Violent Bear .!..! Away , as we l l  as in many 
of  her short storie s ,  such as "A Good Man I s  Hard to Find ,"  "The Artifi­
cial  Nigger , "  and "Good Country Peop l e . '' In concluding this the s i s ,  
I observe that Bakhtin ' s  theory al lows u s  to liberate our readings of  
ABSTRACT--continued 
O ' Connor ' s  fiction from a kind of moral and spi ritual c losur e ,  because 
it helps us to see how her view of humanity and its re lationship with 
God rejects the limitations o f  bourgeoi s  Christianity. 
Roberts 1 
In her essays, public lectures ,  and personal correspondence,  
Flannery O' Connor claimed that her Southern roots were largely responsi­
ble for her fic tional preoccupation with the grotesque. In "Some Aspects 
of the Grotesque in Southern Fiction , "  an essay published in the Mystery 
and Manners collection, she maintained that in the South the freak is  
seen as a symbol of humanity's fall from God ' s  grace, and of its  indivi­
dual members' inferiority to " the whole man" (44). Although O' Connor 
appropriately called this Southern conception of humanity "theologica l , "  
she also implied that the natives o f  her homeland are reluctant, i f  
unwilling believers: 
• • •  
I think i t  is safe to say that while the South is hardly 
Christ-centered, i t  is most certainly Christ-haunted. The 
Southerner,  who isn' t convinced of i t ,  is very much afraid 
that he may have been formed in the image and likeness of 
God. Ghosts can be very fierce and instructive. They cast 
s trange shadows , particularly in our literature. In any case, 
it is  when the freak can be sensed as a figure for our essen­
tial displacement that he attains some depth in li terature. 
(44-45) 
This literary symbol had a revelatory, even a corrective function for 
O' Connor,  for she wrote that the hero-freak " i s  not simply showing us 
what we are, but what we have been and what we could become" (117-118). 
Thus, her statements concerning the use of  the grotesque in her fiction 
revealed the intent to shock her audience into seeing those aspects 
of "modern life" which, in her Christian vision, were " repugnant" dis­
tortions but which she believed her audience saw as "natural" ( 3 3 ) . 
As a whole,  these stated intentions convey a view of humanity as gro­
tesque as her own characters; yet it cannot necessarily be said that 
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she employed the art of d i s tortion and exaggeration solely to emphasize 
humani ty ' s  flawed condition. She also wrote: 
Most of us  have learned to be dispassionate about evi l ,  to 
look it in the face and find, as often as no t ,  our own grin­
ning reflec tions wi th which we do no t argue, but good is another 
matter. Few have s tared a t  that long enough to accept the 
fact that i ts face too is grotesque, that in us the good is  
something under construction. (226) 
O ' Connor ' s  faith , heavily influenced by the teachings of S t .  Augustine, 
a l lowed her to perceive the grotesquerie she saw around her as  an indi­
cation of both "evil" and " the good • • •  under construction." She 
saw the concrete world as good "because it proceeds from a divine source , "  
and the artist as  one who "penetrates the concrete world i n  order to 
find a t  its depths the image of its source, the image of u l timate real­
ity" (157). 
As her published comments are studied, i t  becomes clear that 
O ' Connor intended that her grotesque charac ters , landscapes , and objects 
both degrade and affirm the human condition, for she believed that " the 
writer of grotesque fiction" searches for "one image that w i l l  connect 
or combine or embody two points • • •  a point in the concre te,  and • 
a point not visible to the naked eye , but bel ieved in by him firmly , 
jus t  as real to him, really as  the one that everybody sees" (42). The 
"concrete" realm of her fiction she called "manners , "  referring to human 
social behaviors and a t titud e s ,  or " typical social patterns" (40). 
She called the invisible realm "mystery , "  because she bel ieved that 
that realm i s  the "objective world outside the mind" and therefore not 
subject to human i ty ' s  social and cultural structures and the behaviors 
de termined by those structures (158 ) .  Al though O ' Connor did not define 
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the nature of  this realm as  e i ther divine or  d emonic,  she did  write 
that " to insure our sense of  mystery, we need a sense of  evil which 
sees the devil as a real spirit who mus t be made to name himself • •  
(MM , 1 1 7 ) .  She emphasized,  however, that in her fic tion, "frequently 
• the dev i l  has been the unwill ing instrument of grace" (MM , 118 ) .  
The grotesque image, then, was the means by which she could con­
nect the two realms of  mystery and manners in her fic tion, because i t  
a l lowed her to expose the d i s tortions she saw in " typical" human social 
behavior while s imultaneously showing how that behavior effects i ts 
own vulnerab i l i ty to the chaotic  and often des tructive intervention 
of "mystery . "  She admitted that " the look of this fic tion is going 
II 
to be wild, that it i s  almost of necessity going to be violent and comic, 
because of the d i screpancies i t  seeks to combine , "  but in a letter pub­
lished in The Habit!:!:. Being, she expressed concern that even though 
" a l l" of  her s tories "are about the action of  grace on a character who 
i s  not very w i l l ing to support i t  • • •  most people think of  these s to­
ries as hard, hope les s ,  bruta l ,  e tc . "  (43 , 2 7 5 ) . 
Many of  her critics have thus interpreted her grotesques as models 
of moral or spiritual degeneracy while ignoring or underemphas i z ing 
the other aim she gave for her use of  the grotesque--to show the "good 
• under cons truction." Janice Wi therspoon Neulieb concludes that 
O ' Connor reveals "only the dark s ide of this fallen world • • •  s ince 
she excludes from her fic tive world the ideal image from which those 
grotesques have deviated'' ( 34-3 5 ) .  Mary McBride is convinced that the 
"violent aggressors • • •  prominently sca ttered across the pages of 
O ' Connor ' s  f ic t ion • • •  portray the evil freak that any man without 
redemption may become" ( 156 ) .  G i lbert Muller says that her grotesque 
style presents "a viola tion of the limits which have been laid down 
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by God for man'' ( 4 ) . As Marshall Bruce Gentry observes and I will  ex­
p lain in later sections of this thesis, rarely do critics consider the 
grotesquerie of characters like Hazel Motes in Wise Blood to be any­
thing but an indication of  what "we must overcome • • •  almost never 
are O ' Connor ' s  characters considered admirable because they are gro-
1 tesque" (488 ) .  
Critical views such as the above imply that human exis tence i s  
estranged from a transcendent ideal that i t  i s  not ever likely to realize,  
especially since humanity is so unaware of  i ts own corruption. Thus, 
for these critics,  the grotesque functions as satire and, as Gentry 
notes, they consequently follow " the negative view of the grotesque" 
presented by Wolfgang Kayser,  author of The Grotesque in Art and 
Literature (487 ) .  Kayser essentially breaks down his defini tion of 
the grotesque in twentieth-century art and l i terature into three premi­
ses , the first resembling one of O ' Connor ' s  aims:  one, that the gro­
tesque is " the es tranged world"; two , that i t  i s  a "play with the absurd" ; 
and three , that i t  i s  "an attempt to invoke and subdue the demonic aspects 
of the world" ( 184, 187 , 188 ) .  
In explaining the first  prem i s e ,  Kayser tells us that the grotesque 
i s  a "s truc ture" whose nature i s  that of the "es tranged world" ( 184) . 
This s tructure contains elements which produce the unexpected ; they 
transform our usual encounter of the world into a "s trange and ominous" 
experience that " instills fear of life rather than fear of death": 
Structurally,  i t  [the grotesque] presupposes that the cate­
gories which apply to our world view become inapplicable. 
We have observed the progress ive d issolu tion which has oc­
curred since the ornamental art of the Renaissance: the fusion 
of realms which we know to be separated, the abo l i tion of 
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the law of statics , the loss of identity, the distortion of 
' natural' size and shape, the suspension of the category of 
obj ects, the destruction of personality ,  and the fragmenta­
tion of the his torical order. ( 184-85) 
Kayser adds that we cannot know the powers respons ible for the es tranged 
world, as knowing would lead to naming and ca tegorizing and hence,  the 
grotesque "would lose its essential qua l i ty" - - the disruption of the 
reliable world (185). He calls these disruptions "absurd , "  because 
they have no meaning; they express the arti s t ' s  ''unimpassioned view 
of life on earth as an empty, meaningless puppet play or a caricatural 
marionette theatre" ( 185-86). I t  is at this point that Kayser ' s  theory 
diverges from O ' Connor ' s  comments about her fiction and her use of the 
grotesque. As previously noted, O ' Connor said she used the grotesque 
to embody or combine both manners and mystery. She saw human exis tence 
as grotesque in itself--characterized by "repugnant" distortions, which 
she distorted and exaggerated even more to make them apparent to her 
audience and thus to reveal the world as "es tranged" or "displaced . "  
The novelist with Christian concerns will find i n  modern life 
d i s tortions which are repugnant to him, and his problem wi ll  
be  to make these appear as distortions to an audience which 
is used to seeing them as natural When you can as-
sume that your audience holds the same beliefs you do,  you 
can relax a l i ttle and use more normal means of talking to 
it; when you have to assume that it  does no t ,  then you have 
to make your vision apparent by shock- - to the hard of hearing 
you shout, and for the almost-blind you draw large and star­
tling figures. (MM 33-34). 
However, mystery, the other aspect of  the grotesque in her fiction, 
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functions in the capacity described earlier by Kayser; i t  is  the dis­
ruption of  " the categories which apply to our world view . "  Thus, in 
O ' Connor ' s  vision, the "powers" that "es trange" and "disrupt" the world 
� b e  named, though the one respons ible for disrupting earthly hier­
archies cannot be fully comprehended by humanity. Furthermore , O ' Connor 
could not agree that divine "disruptions" are "absurd , "  for obvious ly,  
her theological vision, which saw "good • • •  under cons truction" in 
human being s ,  would support the belief  that these interventions were 
evidence of a God present and active within i ts creation who bes tows 
"grace" on characters who are "not very w i l l ing to support it" (HB, 2 7 5 ) .  
Kayser continues his discuss ion of  life represented a s  an absurd 
play in the grotesque by noting that its comedy is satiric,  and the 
laughter i t  elicits i s  " f i l led with b i t ternes s , "  taking on "character­
i s tics of the mocking, cynica l ,  and ultimately sa tanic laughter while 
turning into the grotesque" ( 186-87 ) .  The only positive element to 
emerge from this view of  the grotesque is  "a  secret liberation," resu l t­
ing from the disclosure of  the "darkness" and the "ominous powers" which 
'' lurk in and behind our world and have power to es trange i�' ( 188 ) .  
Kayser implies then that i f  the reader can recognize these forces as 
they are revealed by the grotesque, he can perhaps confront them in 
his own exis tence: "The darkness has been sighted, the ominous powers 
discovered, the incomprehensible forces chal lenged" ( 1 88 ) .  Thus, the 
grotesque a l lows the reader to see past the facade of normalcy by ex­
ploi ting that facade. Kayser summarizes this revelation/confrontation 
process in his third premise, that the grotesque is "an attempt to invoke 
and subdue the demonic aspects of  the world" ( 1 88 ) .  Only by knowing 
or  seeing who our "demons" are can we cope with them, though Kayser ' s  
use of  the word " s ubdue" suggests that there is  no guarantee they w i l l  
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remain under our contro l ,  particularly when the same ominous powers 
can also invade the individual, resulting in madness:  "Once more i t  
i s  as i f  an impersonal force, an alien and inhuman spirit,  had entered 
the soul" ( 184) . 
Kayser ' s  theory of the grotesque contains s trains of  a Manichean 
view of  the world, for i t  implies that humanity i s  t�ccorrupt even to 
recognize i ts own evi l  and is therefore severed from the u l timate source 
of good. Since this theory equates the grotesque in art and l i terature 
with the presence of evi l ,  that i s ,  the mad, demonic, absurd world of 
darkness lying behind the sane, innocent, reliable world of light, i ts 
applica tion to O ' Connor ' s  fic tion would necessitate a similar perspective 
of her use of the grotesque. But she made it plain to her audience 
that her grotesques embodied not evi l  but the potential for good, which 
she saw as inherent in humanity, the latter characteris tic catalyzed 
by the chaotic intervention, not of some ominous , demonic power ,  but 
of the divine--the "source" of that imperfec t ,  grotesque world. She 
openly rejected the Manichean denial of the material world, which she 
saw pervading contemporary li terature in the theme of alienation: 2 
For the last few centuries we have lived in a world which 
has been increasingly convinced that the reaches of reality 
end very close to the surface, tha t there is no ul timate divine 
source, that the things of the world do not pour forth from 
God in a double way, or at a l l .  For nearly two centuries 
the popular spirit of each succeeding generation has tended 
more and more to the view that the mysteries of l i fe will 
eventually fall before the mind of  man. Many modern nove lists 
have been more concerned with the processes of consciousness 
than with the objective world outside the mind . In twentieth-
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century fic tion i t  increasingly happens that a meaningless, 
absurd world impinges upon the sacred consciousness of author 
or charac ter ; au thor and character seldom now go out to explore 
and penetrate a world in which the sacred is reflected . (MM , 
157-158)  
Clearly, O ' Connor ' s  implied condemnation of  contemporary absurdism points 
to the inadequacy of Kayser' s theory as a context for explor ing her 
use of the grotesque. Whi l e  she affirmed humanity ' s  potential for spiri­
tual growth, she d isdained the self-important seriousness with which 
the "modern hero" pursues his/her own ideal (MM, 199 ) .  Thus was she 
able to laugh "heartily" a t  her own grotesque heroes; her belief in 
an a l l-powerful ,  immanent d e i ty a l lowed her not only to satirize their 
attempts to place their faith in their own twisted "manners , "  but to 
see their struggles to assert themselves apart from the rest of  their 
world as a necessary part of their redemption (HB , 1 11 ) .  Her faith 
was therefore a source of  her humor ,  which was both c r i tical and affir­
mative, for she wrote: "Only i f  we are secure in our beliefs can we 
see the comical side of the universe" (MM, 167 ) .  Since Kayser ' s  theory 
acknowledges only the presence of  the "demonic" within the universe, 
i t  cannot provide us w i th a complete context in which to examine the 
affirmative, comic aspect of  O ' Connor ' s  grotesque. 3 
A theory of  the grotesque that does establish an affirmative view 
of humanity through i ts cri ticism of manners or culture is presented 
by Mikhail Bakhtin in his work, Rabelais and His World (196 8 ) . Bakhtin ' s  
theory i s  based on a tradition of folk humor which originated with the 
carnival celebra tions of the Middle Ages. Such celebrations enabled 
individuals to shed their official and social personae in order to "per­
ceive the world in i ts laughing aspec t .  Not only schoolmen and minor 
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clerics but hierarchs and learned theologians indulged in gay recreation 
as relaxation from pious seriousness" ( 1 3 ) . Hence, during carnival 
all hierarchies of official position and social "inhibitions" were dis­
solved ( 1 5 ) .  Bakhtin maintains that the original form of  this carnival 
spirit was , for the most part, lost in the Romantic period of the gro­
tesque: 
Unlike the medieval and Renaissance grotesque, which was di­
rectly related to  folk culture and thus belonged to a l l  the 
people, the Romantic genre acquired a private "chamber" char­
acter. It became, as i t  were, an individual carnival ,  marked 
by a vivid sense of isolation. The carnival spirit was trans­
posed into a subjective, idealistic philosophy. It ceased 
to be the concrete ( one might say bodily) experience of the 
one, inexhaustible being, as it  was in the Middle Ages and 
the Renaissance. ( 3 7 )  
Bakhtin describes this loss o f  carnival spirit a s  a " transformation" 
resul ting in the grotesque world described by Kayser. However, he con­
tends that even in the Romantic form) the grotesque elements, carnival 
in origin, "retain a certain memory of that mighty whole to which they 
belonged in the pas t ,' '  and he believes that Kayser is ignorant of that 
past (47 ) .  Therefore, Kayser ' s  theory is viewed as applicable only 
to "certain manifestations" of  the modernist grotesque; " i t  is  no longer 
completely adequate for the Romantic period and entirely inapplicable 
to the preceding stage of development" (48 ) .  Bakhtin concludes that 
Kayser fails to explain "the true nature of the grotesque, which cannot 
be separated from the culture of folk humor and the carnival spirit • • •  " 
(47 ) .  I f  Bakhtin' s  conclusion i s  correct, we should be able to discover 
in O ' Connor' s grotesquerie strains of the carniva lesque which will 
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il luminate her affirmative vision of humanity. 
II 
To understand Bakhtin's theory and therefore O'Connor ' s  use of 
the grotesque, let us elaborate on the concept of "the carnival spirit" 
or the carnivalesque aspect of the grotesque: 
• • •  carnival celebrated temporary liberation from the pre­
vailing truth and from the established order; it marked the 
suspension of all hierarchical rank, privileges, norms , and 
prohibitions. Carnival was the true feast of time, the feast 
of becoming, change , and renewa l .  I t  was hos t i le to all  that 
was immortalized and completed. (10) 
All  static " tru ths" bel ieved in and/or practiced by a culture are viewed 
"with the sense of • • •  gay relativity" in the carnivalesque grotesque 
mode; thus, any aspect of the world which has been categorized, clas­
sified, or placed in a hierarchy, is leveled in this mode by its charac­
teristic " turn-about logic"--the "continual shifting from top to bottom, 
from front to rear"--out of which a new world is created (11). Instead 
of being rendered "demonic , "  this changed world is "inside out" ( 1 1 ) .  
Certainly there is an element of destruction, even death i n  this change , 
and the s tatic, normal world does appear "alien , "  but Bakhtin contends 
that it does so because 
there is the potentiality of a friendly world, of the 
golden age, of carnival truth. Man returns unto himself.  
The world is destroyed so that it may be regenerated and re­
newed. While dying i t  gives birth. The relative nature of 
all  that exists is always gay. • • • (48) 
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Obvious ly , Bakhtin's discussion of the transformed world is his 
essential point of departure from Kayser. As mentioned previous ly ,  
the latter ' s  view of the world altered b y  the grotesque remains "es­
tranged , "  and any laughter that such a view provokes is "satiric" and 
"fi lled with bitterness" (GAL, 186-87). Bakhtin ' s  carnivalesque world 
view is not limited to the cynicism of satire or parody: " the carnival 
is far distant from the negative and formal parody of modern times. 
Folk humor denies, but i t  revives and renews at the same time. Bare 
negation is completely alien to folk culture" (RHW; 11) . 
The carnivalesque or regenerative world is manifested in comic 
grotesque imagery, such as we find in Rabelais' work. Bakhtin establishes 
the characteristics of the carnivalesque grotesque, which are based 
on what he calls " the material bodily principle"--the "degradation" 
and "essential lowering of a l l  that is high, spiritua l ,  ideal, abstract; 
i t  is a transfer to the material level, to the sphere of earth and body 
in their indissoluble unity" ( 1 9 - 20 ) .  One of the most important aspects 
of this principle is that objects lose their identity and separateness 
from other objects and human beings: "The object transgresses its own 
confines, ceases to be itsel f .  The limits between the body and the 
world are erased, leading to the fusion of the one with the other and 
with surrounding objects" ( 310 ) .  On a cultural level, this transgres­
sion of boundaries des troys official hierarchies, whereby humans no 
longer place themselves above or apart from others in terms of class, 
race, or social and intellectual status. On an existential level , the 
material bodily principle is humanity ' s  recognition of i ts unfinished 
condition--that the human body contains within it the essences of " lower" 
forms of life, as well as the cosmological elements. Thus, the destruc­
tion of boundaries at both levels is seen by Bakhtin as contributing to 
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the renewa l ,  not the "estrangement" of the world. Bakhtin ' s  theory 
views the grotesque as  a perpetual evolution of humani ty ,  because the 
grotesque body is  always "in the act of becoming" ( 317 ) .  This idea 
of "becoming" is further developed in Bakhtin ' s  summary of Pico della 
Mirando la ' s  speech, "Of the Dignity of Man" ( 364 ) .  According to his 
summary, humans are "outside all hierarch ies , "  and therefore free of 
" s table,  immovable,  and unchangeable being;" they receive " a t  birth 
the seeds of every form of life" ( 3 64 ) .  Hence, an individual "may choose 
the seed that w i l l  develop and bear fru i t .  He grows and forms i t  in 
himself. Man can become a plant or an animal, but he can also become 
an angel  and a son of God" ( 364). 
The potentiality for humani ty ' s  growth and improvemen t ,  as  it is 
established in Bakhtin ' s  grotesque theory, is  clearly in inverse propor­
tion to that which is implied in Kayser ' s  theory. Kayser's perspective 
recognizes the transformative nature of the grotesque, but views the 
altered world as s t i l l  enslaved to a powerful ,  "alien" influence ;  the 
only control or will  which humanity can exert upon this force is its 
tenuous ability to "confront" and " s ubdue" i t .  Thus, for Kayser, the 
grotesque is the reinforcement of a hierarchical world view, the realm 
which O ' Connor called "manners . "  A human being cannot become "a son 
of God," because his  exis tence is controlled by the demonic , as evidenced 
by his grotesquerie. His a l tered v i s ion often takes shape in insanity 
which, in Kayser ' s  view , is further proof of the presence of the demonic 
"as if an impersonal force, an alien and inhuman spir i t ,  had entered 
the soul" (GAL, 184 ) .  In the carniva lesque or pre-Romantic grotesque, 
madness is simply an observing of the world "with different eyes, not 
dimmed by ' normal , '  that is by commonplace ideas and j udgments 
• 
it  is  a gay parody of  official reason, of  the narrow seriousness of 
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official ' truth . ' I t  i s  a ' festive' madness" ( 39 ) .  
I t  should be fairly evident a t  this point that the pre-Romantic 
grotesque mode emphasizes harmony between life and death as they are 
manifested in the material bodily principle.  Metaphorically, death 
is the evolution of the isolated individual into the perpetually regen­
erating "cosmic" body: 
In the development of this theme, the grotesque body plays 
a most important par t .  I t  i s  the peop le's growing and ever­
victorious body that is "at  home'' in the cosmos. I t  is the 
cosmos' own flesh and blood, possessing the same elemental 
force but better organized. The body is the last and best 
word of the cosmos, its leading force. Therefore i t  has noth­
ing to fear. ( 341) 
In Rabelais ' development of the theme o f  overcoming fear, dea th itself 
is unfeared by the individual human being, because it is "only one moment 
in the triumphant life of the people and of mankind, a moment indispens­
able for their renewal and improvement" ( 341)°.  
Clearly, Bakhtin ' s  theory establishes a far more affirmative vision 
of the human condition than does Kayser's. The latter's grotesque theory 
takes i ts place wi thin the oppressive, official hierarchal world view, 
because it reinforces the notion that humanity's existence is dominated 
by a corrupting force that prevents growth and renewa l .  While O ' Connor's 
grotesque vision is admittedly committed to a faith rooted in a divine 
and therefore hierarchal being, I feel Bakhtin' s  theory will nonetheless 
prove useful in recognizing the complexity of that fai th-- that is,  the 
extent to which she sees Christ not only as the transcendent being from 
whom humanity is displaced, but also as the immanent, tangible being 
who persists in destroying humani ty ' s  own rationalistic boundaries and 
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the hierarchies which cata lyze i ts disp lacement. O ' Connor ' s  vision 
may be more accurately called "affirmative" than "gay , "  but its impli-
cations nonethe less culminate in a non-hierarchal view of  the realm 
of "manners . "  
III 
A l though O ' Connor ' s  f i r s t  nov e l ,  Wise B lood , has received much 
critical attention, few of i ts cri tics have examined i t s  grotesquerie 
. B kh . . 4 in a a t1n1an context. The bizarre landscape and perverse character-
ization have more often than not induced cri tics to argue that the work 
is more concerne d ,  in fact, with an a l ienated , degenerating humanity 
than with a humanity, as Bakhtin says, "in the act of becoming . "  A s  
an exampl e ,  Frederick A sa l s ,  i n  responding to O ' Connor ' s  s tatements 
in Mystery and Manners , contends that the novel,  "rather than being 
pervaded by the ' Ca tholic sacramental view of life , '  • • •  i s  in its 
deepest implications a ' Manichean' book: 
• the imagination that informs the novel does not perceive 
the "physica l ,  sensible world [as] good , "  nor does i t  present 
clearly " the image at its source, the image of u l timate real i ty , "  
that i s ,  the Christian God.  What it  does show on page after 
page is a world of matter so overwhelming that i ts hero can 
only seek out " the image a t  its source" by turning away from 
that world, denying the physical and sensible in b lindne s s ,  
asceticism, and the pursuit of  death. ( 58 )  
The above summary i s  obviously based on a Kayserian view of  the 
grotesque, because the "world of  matter , "  accord ing to Asals , has become 
the a lienating force for Hazel Motes , not an integral part of his renewal 
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or  redemp tion. Asals sees him as an oppressed character who acknowl­
edges dis tinct boundaries between himself and the physical world, who 
attempts to create boundaries between himself and Jesus, and who there­
fore cannot ,  as Bakhtin would say, conceive of himself as " the relative 
center of the cosmo s , "  that i s ,  as a creation of an immanent God ( 369 ) .  
Like a l l  such readings,  Asals ' is  f ixed by principles which are themselves 
oppressive, because they belong to the hierarchical concept of the uni­
verse which imposes boundaries between individuals and their physica l ,  
spiritual, and social realms. The critic fails to recognize the comic 
balance maintained between the paralleling spiritual quests of Enoch 
Emory and Hazel Motes, an aspect which has led Kathleen Feeley . to .con�ltide 
that the nove l ' s  tone '' is  brightly comic and unequal to the demands 
of the theme of alienation" (69 ) .  This conclusion further supports 
the idea that O ' Connor ' s  "religious convic tions , "  which Feeley sees 
as " linked" with her " innate comic spirit,"  are not those of the Manichean 
who must deny the physical realm because his God is not a part of it ( 7 ) .  
A s  we shall see in our study of the novel Wise B lood, Hazel ' s  attempts 
to repel the physical world in order to establish, as M .  A .  Klug says, 
"his image of himself as  his own creator and redeemer" actually catalyze 
his fusion with the " image" of the world ' s  "source"-- the divine in the 
5 form of pure matter ( 3 10 ) .  
The comic parallelism between Enoch Emory and Hazel Motes i s  con­
structed on their individual reactions to the physical world. We may 
view them through a paradigm of opposi tes; Hazel ' s  spiritual quest, 
founded on a bizarre form of rational asceticism, induces him to empty 
his exis tence of "place" and meaning, while Enoch' s  mission takes shape 
through an instinctual need for physical and emotional gratification, 
thereby provoking his attempts to fill his exis tence with a sense of 
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purpose and mysterious meaning. Thus, both men have differing responses 
to the concept of Jesus . Hazel is  guilt-ridden because of  the influences 
of an ascetically-religious mother and a zealous grandfather who preached 
to "three counties with Jesus hidden in his head like a stinger" (Three 
By Flannery O ' Connor, 15) . As a child,  he wanted to become a preacher 
himself ,  but 
Later he saw Jesus move from tree to tree in the back of his 
mind, a wild ragged figure motioning him to turn around and 
come off into the dark where he was not sure of  his footing, 
where he might be walking on the water and not know it and 
then suddenly know it and drown. Where he wanted to stay 
was in Eastrod with his two eyes open, and his hands always 
handling the familiar thing, his feet on the known track, 
and his tongue not too loose. (16) 
Hazel ' s  fear of the grotesquely disruptive "mystery" of  Jesus in the 
above passage points to his characteristically human desire to assert 
his ego, or in Bakht in ' s  phrase,  to "express an individual • • •  self­
sufficient human life , "  ( 316) one that clearly refuses change and renewal 
by remaining "on the known track" in Eastrod, Tennessee. Thus , Hazel 
believes that "the way to avoid Jesus , "  that i s ,  the way to avoid the 
threat of submitting his sense of self to this chaotic, undefined iden­
tity and the guilt which he has been taught by his family to feel in 
his rejection, is "to avoid sin" ( 1 6 ) .  
However, after he i s  drafted into the service and his army acquain­
tances inform him that he doesn ' t  "have any soul" that can be claimed 
by Jesu s ,  Hazel subl imates his fear and guilt in a grotesque exaggera­
tion of their disbelief when he decides to "be converted to nothing 
instead of to evi l ; "  he begins his preaching of  "the Church Without 
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Christ" in Taulkinham ( 1 7 ,  60 ) :  
" I f  you had been redeemed,"  Hazel Motes was shouting, "you 
would care about redemption but you don ' t .  Look inside your­
selves and see i f  you hadn ' t  rather i t  wasn ' t  if it was. 
There ' s  no peace for the redeemed , "  he shouted, "and I preach 
peace, I preach the Church wi thout Christ, the church peace­
ful and satisfied ! "  ( 78)  
Hazel believes that if  he empties Christianity of  i ts "official" mean­
ing--so tha t ,  as Bakhtin say s ,  "all  that is high, spiri tua l ,  idea l ,  
abstract" is  transferred " to the material level" - - i ts implications of 
sin and damnation impressed upon him by his family will  fail to have 
any further control over his exis tence .  Thus, he zealously pursues 
his preaching with an increasing carnivalization of the symbol of Jesus: 
"What you need is  something to take the place of Jesus , some­
thing that would speak plain. The Church Without Christ don ' t  
have a Jesus but i t  needs one! I t  needs a new Jesus ! I t  
needs one tha t ' s  a l l  man, w i thout blood to waste, and i t  needs 
one that don ' t look like any other man so you ' l l look at him . 
Give me such a jesus,  you people. Give me such a new j esus 
and you ' l l see how far the Church Without Christ can go!" ( 78 )  
Several Bakhtinian carnival elements degrade the transcendent in 
the above speech. The entire tone of Haze l ' s  preaching is blasephemous , 
as are his frequent curses and pronouncements,  like "Jesus is  a trick 
on niggers" and "Nothing matters but that Jesus was a liar" (45,  60 ) .  
Bakhtin says that "abuses, oaths, and curses" exercise "a direc t influ­
ence on the language and the images of  this [grotesque] l i terature" 
and are "closely related to a l l  other forms of ' degrada tion' and ' down 
to earth' in grotesque and Renaissance literature" ( 2 7 ) .  These 
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blasphemous statements and curses assault the off icial sanctified concept 
6 of the perfect, transcendent Jesus. Haze asks for a "new j esus , "  
one that i s  tangible and earthly--"all man"--who doesn ' t  have "blood 
to waste" or the inclination to die as a heroic martyr for humanity, 
which establishes his position as a transcendent being, superior to 
those he saves. I t  is this superiority which Hazel yearns to destroy, 
because it causes him to feel that he must still  "pay" for his own in-
feriority as a sinful human being at the end of the novel (121). 
Haze ' s  plea for this "new j esus" not only functions as his debase-
ment of the official hierarchic concept of the symbo l ,  it forms a comic 
juncture for his and Enoch ' s  spiritual quests .  Unlike Haze, who has 
the ability to use and interpret language abstractly or to empty it 
of the concrete ("There ' s  no such thing as any new j esus.  That ain' t 
anything but a way to say something" ) ,  Enoch reads words as loaded with 
concrete meaning (87 ) .  Thus, he comica l ly interprets the former ' s  re-
quest literally and decides that the museum mummy which his instinctual 
"wise blood'' had led him to earlier is Haze l ' s  new j esus:  "Listenhere, 
I got him! I mean I can get him ! "  ( 79) . In a self-parody that contains 
strains of the carnivalesque, Enoch imitates the capitalistic Christian 
who assumes that the discovery of Jesus will magically enrich his exis-
tence.  He expects 
• • •  that the new jesus was going to do something for him 
in return for his services • He had only a vague idea 
how he wanted to be rewarded, but he was not a boy wi thout 
ambition: he wanted to become something. He wanted to better 
his condition until it was the best. He wanted to be THE 
young man of the future, like the ones in the insurance ads. 
He wanted, some day, to see a line of people wait ing to shake 
his hand . ( 104) 
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Haze reacts to the new j esus in the same way that he has reacted 
to the "old" one; he rejects him. However, the mummy catalyzes a chain 
of events for both Enoch and Hazel which cl imaxes in s trikingly similar 
transformative moments.  Enoch, inspired by his expectations of reward 
"for his service s , "  pursues a comic conversion into bestia l i ty ,  suggest­
ing the Bakhtinian concepts of "becoming" and degradation. While on 
his way to deliver the mummy to Haz e l ,  Enoch passes a movie theater 
which fea tures an appearance of "Gonga , "  the "Giant Jungle Monarch , "  
who i s  to shake hands with the children waiting in line to buy movie 
tickets. Enoch decides to join them, as " to his  mind, an opportunity 
to insult a successful ape came from the hand of Providence" ; thus he 
"saw that he was going to be rewarded after a l l  and have the supreme 
moment he had expected" ( 97 ) .  His  expectations, however , backfire 
when he is overcome with gratitude toward the ape for offering " the 
first hand that had been extended to [him] • • •  since he had come to 
the city,"  and he s tammers out his name and life s tory in an attempt 
to befriend the "animal" ( 9 9 ) .  Irritated , the man i n  the ape suit tells 
him to "go to hel l , "  humilia ting Enoch. Later, the boy a t tacks his 
offender and manages to escape with the ape sui t ,  which he immediately 
adopts as his own new skin and therefore becomes a living grotesque 
version of the mummy , the "skin" which Haze had earlier flung out the 
fire escape door in his  room ( 1 0 2 ) .  O ' Connor indicates that a grotesque 
transformation has occurred, though Enoch himself is not aware of i t  
at  that point: "Burying his clothes was not a symbol to him of burying 
his former s e l f ;  he only knew he wouldn ' t  need them anymore" ( 10 7 ) .  
When the boy first conceived of  his plan while sitting in a res taurant,  
his  face is described as having "a  look of  awakening" and the waitress, 
who notices his expression ask s ,  "What ' s  the matter with you? • • •  Did 
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you swallow a seed?" ( 105 ) .  We may recall here that Bakhtin c i tes 
Pico della Mirando.!a' s idea that humans receive "at birth the seeds of 
every form of  life" and can therefore "become a plant or an animal" 
or "an angel and a son of God . "  Enoch has convinced himself that he 
has li terally become the ape who will "see a line of people waiting 
to shake his hand " ;  he ignorantly parodies his own vis ion and likewise 
the conventional ,  societal vis ion of "THE young man of the future , "  
the enterprising, amb i tious and subsequently capitalistic man " in the 
insurance ads" who is  society ' s  "new jesus.11 His transformation here 
is  reminiscent of the "material bodily principle" : in his ignorance,  
Enoch has not only exposed and satirized the symbol of the Protestant 
work ethi c ,  he has lowered i ts ideology or manners to " the material 
level" of apehood , whereby the power inherent in such a concept is  
symbo lically negated. 
Enoch ' s  parody, however, does not remain in the satiric mode, for 
we cannot remain d i s tanced and superior in our laughter at  his comic 
grotesquerie after he is rejected by the couple to whom he extends his 
hand . We are alerted to the presence of mystery behind his entire esca­
pade when, for the first time in the s tory, Enoch ' s  a t tention is  de­
centered from himself and his gaze extends "over the val ley a t  the un­
even skyline of the c i ty" ( 108 ) .  Although nothing more is said in the 
novel about him, this instance is  validated as a transformative point 
by its simi larity to Haze l ' s  more obvious moment of change. 
Haze reaches this moment also as a resu lt  of his plea for a "new 
jesus . "  Hoover Shoats (alias,  Onnie Jay Holy) is intrigued with Haze ' s  
idea and hires his own "prophet" to preach the "Holy Church of Chr i s t  
W i thout Christ" after Haze turns down h i s  offer to promote him ( 109) . 
The new prophet, Solace Layfield, presents too much competition for 
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Haze, who consequently decides to move on to  another c i ty to  preach. 
After he murders Layfield, Haze begins his journey, only to be stopped 
by a policeman who orders him out of his car, the symbol of his identity, 
and pushes i t  over an embankment ,  claiming he doesn ' t like Haze ' s  face. 
Like Enoch, Haze is s tripped of his self-containment in this moment,  
and he too reacts by s taring outward at  " the scene" before him: 
His face seemed to reflect the entire d i s tance across the 
clearing and on beyond, the entire distance that extended 
from his eyes to the b lank gray sky that went on, depth after 
depth, into space. (113-14) 
While these reflective moments are the only indications of simi larity 
between Hazel and Enoch in their spiritual evolutions or acts of "becom­
ing , "  their occurrence shows the intervention of O ' Connor ' s  realm of 
mystery and suggests Bakhtin' s  idea that the grotesque body "reflects 
the cosmic hierarchy"; it can "merge with various natural phenomena , "  
a s  wel l  a s  " f i l l  the entire universe" ( 318) . While w e  might b e  hard­
pressed to describe the two men as mad a t  this juncture, they nonethe­
less now observe the world, as Bakhtin would say , "with different eye s , "  
a s  Hazel finally acknowledges to h i s  landlady, Mrs. Flood, "There ' s  
no other house nor no other ci ty" to run to to escape Jesus; he is  pres­
ent everywhere on earth. Underlying this earthly omniscience is Bakhtin' s  
premise tha t ,  in the grotesque mode, the hierarchy of beings in the 
universe, and consequently the boundaries separating humanity from its 
creator, are des troyed. Hazel carries out this premise by destroying 
his eyes, the symbols of his former limi ted vision of the world and 
his s tatus as "an individual • • •  self-sufficien t  human" attempting 
to separate himself from " the world outside , "  whose physical elements 
are animated with the presence of the divine (Bakhtin, 316-317 ) . 7 
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Thus, Haze removes that aspect of  himself which has been taught by his 
mother to see the world as "evi l . "  We may recall here the scene in 
which Haze remembers his mother ' s  accurate suspicion and result ing anger 
that he had seen something "SINsational" at the carnival he had attended 
with his father when he was a child ( 3 7 ) . 
"What you seen?' she said • She hit him across 
the legs with the stick, but he was like a part of the tree. 
"Jesus died to redeem you , "  she said.  
" I  never ast him , "  he muttered. 
She didn't hit him again but she stood looking at him, 
shut-mouthed, and he forgot the guilt of the tent for the 
nameless unplaced guilt that was in him. ( 39) 
While in the army, he carried around his parentally imposed guilt 
in the form of  her eye glasses, which he used to read his bible and 
kept "in case his vis ion should ever become dim" ( 18) . However , when 
he blinds himself, it is  obvious that he no longer needs these glasses 
which have al lowed him only a limited perspective of the world, a vision 
dimmed {and also damned ) by his mother ' s  ascetic rejection of the fleshly 
realm. In his transformative moment we see the foreshadowing of  his 
new vision effected by the act of  bl inding himself: while sitting on 
the embankment, Haze perceives the infinity of space which contains 
both him and his physical world and the mystery of eternity: "His face 
seemed to reflect the entire distance • • •  that extended from his eyes 
to the • • •  sky that went on, depth after depth, into space . "  After 
he b l inds himse l f ,  he tells his landlady, "If there ' s  no bottom in your 
eye s ,  they hold more , "  suggesting that his vis ion has merged with the 
eternal ,  with mystery or the "invisible" behind the "visible" o f  the 
physical realm. Even though he continues his penitential self-torture, 
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a remnant action from his gui lt-ridden childhoo d ,  his evolution into 
a new "form of life" has begun; his death, viewed through the eyes of 
Mrs . Flood , unites him w i th the cosmic and therefore divine "space" 
which he saw earlier: 
She had never observed his face more composed and she 
grabbed his hand and held i t  to her heart • the deep 
burned eye sockets seemed to lead into the dark tunnel where 
he had disappeared. She leaned closer and closer to his face, 
looking deep into them • • She shut her eyes and saw 
the pin point 0£ �ight but so far away that she could not hold 
it steady in her mind. She f e l t  as if she were blocked a t  
the entrance o f  something. She sat s taring with her eyes 
shut, into his eyes, and felt as if she had finally got to 
the beginning of something she couldn ' t  begin, and she saw 
him moving farther and farther away , farther and farther into 
the darkness until he was the pin point of light. ( 126) 
Here again, the Bakhtinian premise of the material bodily principle 
is  suggested in Haze l ' s  becoming " the pin point of light" ; a l l  boundar­
ies between him and the physical world and therefore i ts immanent ,  divine 
"source" have been obliterated. Haze l ' s  grotesque death is not--as 
the Kayserian view would propound--an absurd, es tranged wor l d ,  but a 
return to that divine source of the physical world that Bakhtin terms 
the eternally regenerating "cosmic" body. The conc luding passage of 
Wise B lood clearly suggests the intervention of mystery or  the divine 
in the world of manners , and any doubts that i t  has not been a moving 
force within Haze and Enoch ' s  grotesque world are erased. Mystery is 
l ikewise responsib le  for changing Mrs . F lood ' s  own "sensible" vision 
a s ,  for the first time in the novel , she is also compe l led to look 
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beyond herself into " the entire distanc e . "  
IV 
If F lannery O ' Connor ' s  affirmative vis ion of humanity seems at  
a l l  obscure in Wise Blood, i t  is  considerably less  so in the short 
s tories which fol lowed and in her last novel The Violent Bear.!_! Away. 
The la tter works are also pervaded by violence and death, but such ele­
ments effect changes within her characters which are more obviously 
beneficial than those catalyzed w i thin the characters of Wise Blood. 
A collective examination of the later works revea l s ,  in fac t ,  a pre­
vai ling pattern of Bakhtinian grotesque antagonism that renews as i t  
des troys. These works successfully uti lize the grotesque image to 
connect the two realms of mystery and manners through both characteri­
zation and animation of the physical landscape. 
Hazel Motes can be seen as the precursor for characters such as  
The Misfit  in "A Good Man I s  Hard to  Find , "  the bible  salesman in "Good 
Country Peop le , "  and Rufus Johnson in "The Lame Sha l l  Enter Firs t . "  
A l l  o f  these characters have adopted differing "theologies," but they 
a l l  share Haze l ' s  preoccupation w i th " truth" as each grotesquely conceives 
of i t .  As a des troyer of the "official hierarchies" described by Bakhtin, 
The Misfit is  perhaps the most threatening of the group, for his " tru th" 
appears to be based--at least before he shoots the grandmother and her 
family--on a nihilism which far exceeds Haze l ' s .  The Misfit  epi tomizes 
the rational empiric i s t ,  denying that i t  is possible to believe in Jesus 
as a personal saviour because he has never seen any evidence of His 
justice in his own life,  and he "wasn ' t  there" to witness Jesus rais ing 
the dead: 
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" I  wisht I had of been ther e , "  he  said,  hitting the ground 
with his f i s t .  " I t  ain' t right I wasn ' t  there because if 
I had of  been there I would of known. Li sten lady," he said 
in a high voice, " i f  I had of  been there I would of known 
and I wouldn ' t  be like I am now . "  (The Complete Stories, 
1 3 2 )  
The Misf i t ' s  uncompromising insistence on knowing " the truth" of 
things clashes with the grandmother ' s  personification of what S tanley 
Renner deems characteristic of the Old South--"a culture whose preten­
sions of honorable gentility are belied by reality": 
In short, the grandmother is  an ironic embodiment of 
the South of the good old days, when people were God-fearing, 
genteel ,  courteous, hospitable,  charitable, and honest--in 
a word, good. This i s ,  of  course, the land of the Great 
Southern Dream toward which, in so much of  the fiction of 
the region, people of the South look back with exquisite and 
paralyzing nostalgia • • • •  With f i tting irony, i t  is  remi­
nisc ing about "better times" with Red Sam--the red-necked 
proprietor of one of those shabby f i l ling-station cafes that 
seem almost to typify the rural South--that reawakens in the 
grandmother ' s  mind her dream of lost paradise.  And it  is  
her desire to return to  the old dream world that brings her 
and the culture she personifies into fatal collision with 
reality in the form of The Misfit.  (126) 
The grandmother ' s  behavior, thus representative of Old Southern 
manners, provides the bulk of the s tory ' s  comedy but nonetheless implies 
the Bakhtinian "officia l hierarchy" of that society in which human beings 
are judged and categorized by appearances in the form of class,  race, 
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sex, financial worth, etc. Though she may be nostalgic, the grandmother 
is also shrewd , and she employs the thinking of her culture to try to 
convince The Misfit that his appearance belies his criminal behavior 
when she tells him, " I  know you ' re a good man. You don ' t  look a bit  
like you have common blood. I know you must come from nice people ! "  
(127 ) .  
But i t  i s  this hierarchy which, since chi ldhood , The Misfit has 
refused to mindlessly accep t :  
"Nome, I ain ' t a good man , "  The Misfit  said • •  "but I 
ain ' t the worst in the world neither. My daddy said I was 
a di fferent breed of dog from my brothers and s i s ters.  ' You 
know , '  Daddy said , ' i t ' s  some that can live their who le life 
out wi thout asking about it and i t ' s  others has to know why 
i t  i s ,  and this boy is  one of the latters . He ' s  going to 
be into everything ! "' ( 128-129) 
The Misf i t ' s  determination to question the discrepancies that he sees 
between the surface appearances and the reality of the grandmo ther ' s  
societal hierarchy have made him a literal "misfit" and consequently , 
a condemned man in that society. He has , in effect, "killed" his daddy 
as the "head doctor" at  the penetentiary said , implying that he has 
fully revolted agains t ,  as he says , "the Authorities" of that society 
and particularly their bourgeois view of Christian goodness espoused 
by the grandmother ( 1 3 0 ,  129 ) .  
Thus, The Misf i t ' s  killing of the old lady becomes a gesture of 
his perverse sense of morali ty; in order to make the world as hones t  
a s  h e  i s ,  h e  must k i l l  those who perpetuate such hypocritical religios­
i ty ,  but contrary to wha t he says earlier in the s tory, doing so is 
"no real pleasure in life" ( 1 3 3 ) .  His mission is a serious one, and 
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when he makes that point clear to the grandmother, she responds with 
her first act of sincerity: 
"Listen lady , "  he said in a high voice , " i f  I had of been 
there I would of known and I wouldn't be like I am now."  
His  voice seemed about to crack and the grandmother' s head 
cleared for an instant . She saw the man ' s  face twisted close 
to her own as if he were going to cry and she murmured, "Why 
you ' re one of my babies. You ' re one of  my own children ! "  
She reached out and touched him on the shoulder. ( 132)  
Although The Misfit immediately shoots her , O ' Connor made it  clear 
that she intended that the old lady be redeemed: 
while the predictable, predetermined actions have a 
comic interest for me, i t  is  the free act,  the acceptance 
of grace particularly, that I always have my eye on as the 
thing which will make the story work. In the story, "A Good 
Man Is Hard to Find , "  it [the free act ] is the Grandmother ' s  
recognition that the Misfit is  one of  her children • • • •  
(MM , 115 -116 ) 
But the grandmother ' s  gesture is significant in the Bakhtinian context, 
because she has in that instant partaken of the carnival spirit by ac­
knowledging The Misfit,  not as some "low-life" criminal occupying the 
very bottom of the official hierarchy of  human goodness ,  but as her 
own f lesh-and-blood. As in the transformative moments of Hazel and 
Enoch, the grandmother decenters her attention from herself and touches 
The Misfit,  suggesting the Bakhtinian ideal of carnival communion with 
humanity, that i s ,  without "hierarchical rank, privileges, norms, and 
prohibi tions" (10) . 
While many critics consider The Misfit ' s  behavior demonic ,  it is 
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obvious that he is  nonetheless responsible for bringing about the grand­
mother ' s  redemption or renewa l .
8 Because of The Misf i t ' s  powerful effect 
upon her, she does not remain merely a satire of  Old  Southern manners 
as Kayser ' s  theory of the _grotesque would lead us to conclude. Even 
in her death, the carniva lesque concept of regeneration described by 
Bakhtin is apparent; she lies in a grotesque "pudd l e  of blood , "  but 
her legs are "crossed under her like a chi l d ' s" and her face remains 
" smi ling up at the c loudless sky" ( 1 3 2 ) .  The description implies her 
return to a s tate of childlike innocence where the distinctions between 
the self  and the wor l d ,  whether the latter is apprehended as the "home" 
of the cosmos or O ' Connor ' s  God, are non-existent. V i ewed in this way, 
The M i s f i t  thus becomes the embodiment of mystery: he contains both 
demonic and divine potential because he is  simul taneously des tructive 
and regenerative. 
The bible salesman in "Good Country People" and Rufus Johnson in 
"The Lame Shall Enter F i r s t" also effect paradoxical forms of  redemption/ 
renewal for the characters with whom they bec·ome involved. In "Good 
Country People," the sly Manley Pointer succeeds in exposing Hulga 
Hopewe l l ' s  belief in what Bakhtin calls " the estab l i shed order" of her 
environmen t ,  even though she has prided herself on obtaining an educa­
tion that has taught her to see past appearances which she calls " i l ­
lusions . "  As  she tells Pointer, " I ' m  one of  those people who s e e  through 
to nothing" (CS , 28 7 ) .  She i s  therefore as tonished when he shows her 
the liquo r ,  obscene p laying card s ,  and prophylac tics that he keeps in­
s i de of a hollow bible in his  valise; her sense of real i t y ,  s ti l l  domi­
nated by her soc iety ' s  emphas i s  on judging humans by appearance, is  
thus challenged when she realizes that Pointer is no t ,  after a l l ,  a 
member of  the hierarchal group her society describes as "Christian" and 
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"good country people" like the individuals who earn the grandmother ' s  
label of "a good man . "  Hence, Hulga can no longer remain superior and 
isolated in her intellectual nihilism, as Pointer makes clear when he 
runs off with her wooden leg . Even as he first removes the appendage, 
she feels as if she were "surrendering to him comp letely • • • •  like 
losing her own life and finding i t  again, miraculously, in his" ( 2 89 ) .  
Though the passage suggests the Christian view o f  salvation whereby 
the individual must relinquish his/her sinful exis tence in order to 
discover a new one in Christ, i t  is also carnivalesque in nature, for 
i t  indicates the loss of her artificial ly-created identity--her ( pseudo-) 
nihilism--that she has used to dis tinguish and therefore al ienate her­
self from a community she considers to be inferior: " • • •  i t ' s  what 
makes you different. You ain ' t  l i ke anybody else" the salesman tells 
her before his surprising behavi·or reveals her to be as· "human" as any 
other of the "good country people" ( 2 90 ) .  When he leave s ,  he there-
fore informs her, "you ain ' t so smart. I been bel ieving in nothing 
ever since I was born! "  confirming a Bakhtinian reversal of hierarchies: 
Hulga ' s  intellectual superiori ty is  brought "down to earth," while the 
simple-mindedness of  Pointer is revealed as wisdom ( 2 91 ) .  
In "The Lame Shall Enter F i r s t , "  Rufus Johnson, the juvenile delin­
quent whom Sheppard, the City Recreational Director, intends to reform, 
likewise exposes the flaw in his "saviour ' s" humanistic philosophy. 
Sheppard becomes so obsessed with saving Rufus from his perverse belief 
in his biblical role as an agent of the dev i l ,  that he fails to notice 
he has neglected his own son until i t  is too late to do anything about 
i t .  His recognition of his self-love, brought to the surface by Rufus' 
hardened refusal of  his help, occurs to him just  before he discovers 
that Norton has hanged himself in an at tempt to find his deceased mother 
" i n  the sky": 
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Norton ' s  face rose before him, empty, forlorn, his left eye 
lis ting almost imperceptibly toward the outer rim as i f  i t  
could not bear a full view of grief.  His heart constricted 
with a repulsion for himself so clear and intense that he 
gasped for breath. He had stuffed his own emptiness with 
good works like a glutton. He had ignored his own child to 
feed his vision of hims e l f .  (481)  
Though Rufus , like The Misfit and Manley Pointer, is responsible 
for the destruction which occurs to the story ' s  protagonist and remains 
outwardly a "demonic forc e , "  he nonetheless effects the occurrence of 
Bakhtinian "renewal and improvement" by means of this destruction 
(Bakhtin, 341 ) .  For the first time in the story, Sheppard experiences 
a "rush of agonizing love for the child like a transfusion of 
life" and suddenly sees the boy as " the image of his sa lvation" (481-8 2 ) .  
Thus a prevailing pattern of salvation or renewal through vio lence can 
be seen in O ' Connor ' s  f i ction, as exemp lified by these three s tories. 
The function of the antagonists is always the same: their grotesquerie-­
however repulsive, amor a l ,  and violent i t  may be--serves to reveal and 
destroy the self-created barriers which prevent the protagonist from 
recognizing the presence of the divine (mystery) in the world which 
surrounds them. To put this idea in Bakhtin ' s  terms , the grotesquerie 
of these characters undermines the protagonis ts '  own sense of "estab­
lished order , "  an order which we often recognize as be longing to cultural 
and social reality .  The values of characters like the grandmo ther, 
Joy-Hulga, and Sheppard, which c learly admit class supremacy, nihi lism, 
and liberal humanism, are debased, mocked, and turned upside-down when 
their "rela tivi ty" is exposed (see Bakhtin, 1 1 ) . Though these tales 
of debasement do not a lways present a "gay" carnival atmosphere, they 
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nonetheless contain the "direct influence of carnival forms" described 
by Bakhtin, because they serve to lower "all  that is high, spiritual,  
ide a l , "  and "abstract" to the "sphere of earth and body in their indis­
soluble unity" (Bakhtin, 46, 19-20 ) .  
Not only are her protagonis t s '  ideals "brough to earth" by means 
of  the grotesque, O ' Connor ' s  own spiritual belief in the supernatural 
is made manifest in the physical world through i ts active intervention 
in the behavior as well as in the environments of her characters . 9 
Environmental and man-made objects consistently appear in O ' Connor ' s  
s tories as purveyors of d ivine presence through her use of  grotesque 
d i s tortion and animation. The dichotomy of city and country is preva­
lent in several of her shorter works, in addition to The Violent Bear 
.!_.!. Away and to some extent in Wise Blood. The c i ty ,  like many of  her 
antagonists,  is usually outwardly demon i c ,  but in stories like "The 
Artificial Nigger , "  "Judgment Day" and in the nove l s ,  i t  likewise cata­
lyzes circumstances in which her characters encounter "mystery and the 
unexpected" (MM, 40 ) .  For Mr. Head and Nelson, ( "The Artificial Nigger") 
and Tanner ("Judgment Day" ) ,  the city threatens the self-serving bigotry 
and prejudice which is the normal code of behavior in their country 
home environments. A l l  three characters come into contact with Blacks 
who succeed in de throning the sanctity of such value systems, the most 
notable examples occurring in "The Artificial Nigger . "  While lost in 
the Black section of the c i ty ,  Mr. Head unknowingly acknowledges the 
pair ' s  human bond to the Black inhabitants when he tells Nelson, " this 
is  where you were born--right here with all these niggers" ( CS ,  260 ) .  
The Black woman from whom they ask for directions back to the train 
takes on distinct proportions of mystery for Nelson, disso lving momen­
tarily the prejudicial influences of his grandfather: 
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He understood she was making fun of  him but  he was too 
paralyzed even to scowl. He stood drinking in every detail 
of  her. His eyes traveled up from her great knees to her 
forehead and then made a triangular path from the glis tening 
sweat on her neck down and across her tremendous bosom and 
over her bare arm back to where her fingers lay hidden in 
her hair. He suddenly wanted her to reach down and pick him 
up and draw him against her and then he wanted to feel her 
breath on his face. He wanted to look down and down into 
her eyes while she held him tighter and tighter. He had never 
had such a feeling before. He felt as if he were reel ing 
down through a pi  tchblack tunnel.  ( 262) 
Nelson ' s  desire to " look down" into the woman ' s  eyes and the resul ting 
sensation of  "reeling • • •  through a pi tchblack tunnel" recall M r s .  
Flood ' s  moment of transformation in Wise Blood when she looks beyond 
her own "sensible" view of things into the dark tunnel of infinity in 
Hazel ' s  eye sockets. This particular image, however, more fully empha­
sizes the sexual and hence ,  communal conno tations of the experienc e ,  
which more substantia l ly reinforce the presence of the carniva lesque 
influence in the transformation. The implica tion that she is seen by 
Nelson as both mother and lover figure suggests that she is at once 
his authority and his equa l .  As a microcosmic image of mystery, she 
thus characterizes the nature of the rela tionship between God and His 
creation: humanity is simul taneously subordinate to , and yet,  an insep­
arable part o f ,  the divine. In a Bakhtinian context, she cancels the 
categories of  race and therefore the official or societal hierarchy 
of  beings. 
But the city presents an inanimate object of unexpected revelation 
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as we l l .  Mr.  Head and Nelson later encounter " the artificial nigger" 
(as the former dubs i t )  on a lawn in a white suburb of the c i ty :  
I t  was not possible to t e l l  i f  the artificial Negro were meant 
to be young or o l d ;  he looked too miserable to be e i ther. 
He was meant to look happy because his mouth was stretched 
up at the corners but the chipped eye and the ang le he was 
cocked at gave him a wild look of misery instead. ( 268)  
The obj ect,  obviously enough, epitomizes the des tructiveness of  the 
Southern class system and the prejudice that accompanies i t ,  but the 
s tatue ' s  particular relevance to the s tory is shown in another ignorant 
comment of Mr.  Head ' s :  "They ain ' t  got enough real ones here. They 
got to have an artificial one" ( 269) . H i s  s tatement acknowledges the 
c i ty as a microcosmic image of the world and its hierarchy of beings . 
The Negroes, confined to "their" section of the c i ty are not found in 
the middle c lass white suburbs except in the form of a safe , static,  
and idealized icon--the passive plantation Negro holding a "piece of 
10 brown watermelon" ( 2 68 ) .  But  while i t  acknowledges this " repugnant" 
aspect of society, the statue also reunites Nelson and M r .  Head and 
initiates the latter ' s  own private moment of transformation at  the end 
of the s tory: 
They s tood gazing at the artificial Negro as if they were 
faced with some great mystery that brought them together 
in their common defeat. They could both feel i t  dissolving 
their differences like an action of mercy. ( 269)  
The carniva lesque implications of the statue are clear: as  the two 
recognize their "common defea t , "  they no longer pers i s t  in trying to 
assert superiority over one another. In this moment they rel inquish 
their isolated, individual selves and see, as W .  F .  Monroe says , " their 
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kinship with the suffering negro" and "with one another" ( 7 1 ) .  
Other inanimate objects continue the revelation of mystery within 
the physical world. The water stain above Asbury Fox ' s  bed in "The 
Enduring Chill" becomes animated with the life of a bird in flight as 
Asbury ' s  physical and spiritual state "recovers . "  The sun becomes a 
host in "A Temple fo the Holy Ghost" and a watchful eye in "A Circle 
In the Fire . "  In "A View of  the Wood s , "  the pine trees witness a murder 
and then proceed to "march across the water and away into the dis tance" 
in the murderer ' s  vision ( 35 6 ) . The river in "The River" offers "a 
long gentle hand" to Harry-Bevel Ashfield that pulls him "swiftly forward 
and down" where he wishes to go ( 174) . Words " s tir" in General Tennessee 
Flintrock Sash ' s  head "as if they were trying to wrench themselves out 
of place and come to life" in "A Late Encounter with the Enemy" (143 ) .  
In "Revelation," pigs,  though animate, metaphorically trade places with 
Ruby Turpin in a carnivalesque re-ordering of the hierarchal class system: 
"Go on , "  she yelled, "call me a hog! Call me a hog again. 
From hel l .  Put that bottom rail on top. Ther ' l l s t i l l  be 
a top and bottom ! "  (507)  
After Ruby ' s  acknowledgement of  her equality with the rest of humanity, 
she "bent her head s lowly and gazed, as if  through the heart of  mystery, 
down into the pig parlor a t  the hogs" who "appeared to pant with a se­
cret life" (508 ) .  Here, pigs not only function as a comic grotesque 
debasement of a hierarchy of beings, they serve as one of O ' Connor' s 
most obvious signs of divine immanence, one which appropriately compells 
Ruby to bend her head and her self-serving pride "down" toward the earh 
before she sees the "vast horde of soul s , "  or humanity, "rumbling toward 
heaven" ( 508 ) .  
The above grotesque characters , objects and animals des troy the 
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normal order of worldly exis tence in a carnivalesque manner, though 
sometimes with fatal results.  But if we note tha t ,  from the perspective 
of Bakhtin ' s  theory , death itself is defined as a part of " the movement 
forward of all mankind, a long the horizontal of his toric time , "  and 
is therefore not to be feared, then we need not necessarily view O ' Connor ' s  
dea th scenes as limi ted by tragedy (404) . As  we have observed, Hazel 
Motes ' death carries with i t  this "movement forward" in his "becoming" 
the pin point of light, as does Harry-Bevel Ashfiel d ' s  drowning in the 
river current. In the fol lowing discuss ion of O ' Connor ' s  last major 
work, The Violent Bear � Away, we will see how grotesque death continues 
to play the role of renewal and becoming in the life of Francis Marion 
Tarwater. 
v 
Frederick Asals sees The Violent Bear � Away as "a  less wild,  
less totally dislocating and es tranging work than i ts predecessor"-­
Wise Blood--but he none theless concludes that the former "reveals the 
divine to be at  least as terrifying as the demonic , "  a statement that 
leaves little doubt in the reader ' s  mind that his view of O ' Connor ' s  
last novel remains limited by a Kayserian grotesque perspective ( 16 2 ,  
193 ) .  Our suspicions are confirmed when he declares Tarwater and Hazel 
"seem too repellent, too grotesque-- ignorant ,  violent, mad , "  and are 
thus "the heroes we deserve" ( 1 96 ) .  Conclusions such as these seem 
to negate or contradict the affirmative vision of humanity we have so 
far discovered in O ' Connor ' s  own commentary and in the grotesque aspects 
of her works . Asals ignores the "open, unfinished" nature of her gro­
tesque characters which, though often manifested through violence and 
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madness , is a posi tive characteristic since it  contributes to the break-
down of official or man-made hierarchies which separate humans from 
each other and from their world. However "repel lent" Tarwater appears 
at the nove l ' s  conclusion, he is a living embodiment of mystery (having 
been "burned" by the fire of God) and a testament to God ' s  chaotic inter-
vention in the physical world, suggesting that humanity is not as un-
deserving of and , hence ,  es tranged from the divine as Asals would seem 
to imply. The divine in this novel can be regarded as " terrifying" 
only if the reader limits his interpretation of it by fail ing to see 
h 1 h. h f . d . 11 t e renewa w ic comes rom its es tructivenes s .  
The divine in The Violent Bear _!! Away is  directly linked with 
madness-- the abi lity,  as Bakhtin defines i t ,  to observe the world "with 
different eyes, not dimmed by ' normal , '  that is by commonp lace ideas 
and judgments" (39) . Rayber and Tarwater both fear that the "blood" 
of their unc l e ' s  madne s s ,  his religious fervor, w i l l  be passed down 
to them as a "current of death" in their own blood (Three !l_ Flannery 
O ' Connor,  417 ) .  Mason Tarwater "predicts" this inheri tance in Rayber 
when he tells his great-nephew, "Good blood flows in his veins 
And good blood knows the Lord and there ain ' t a thing he can do about 
having it" (338 ) .  
Rayber, however, teaches himself to control his madness through 
"a  rigid ascetic discip line" : 
He did not look at  anything too long, he denied his senses 
unnecessary satisfactions. He slept in a narrow iron bed , 
worked si tting in a straight-backed chair,  ate frugally, spoke 
little,  and cultivated the dullest for friends • He 
was not deceived that this was a whole or  a full life,  he 
only knew that it was the only way his life had to be lived 
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i f  i t  were going to  have any dignity at  a l l .  H e  knew that he 
was the s tuff of. which fanatics and madmen are made and that 
he had turned his des tiny as i f  with his bare w i l l .  H e  kept 
himself upright on a very narrow line between madness and 
emptine s s ,  and when the time came for him to lose his balance, 
he intended to lurch toward emptiness and fall on the side 
of  his choice. ( 3 7 3 )  
Rayber ' s  emptiness obviously s tands i n  opposition to the "full life" 
implied by Bakhtin ' s  carnivalized vision. Rayber, through his attempts 
to maintain rational control and thus "dignity" in official society, 
closes himself o f f ,  becomes a " f inished" being who cannot grow or "choose 
the seed that w i l l  develop and bear fru i t . "  Thus, he becomes a living 
dead man, cut off from communion with humanity and his world, except 
for the instances in which his control loosens, and his son, B i shop--
the "good blood" incarnate--s tirs within him his own divine madne s s :  
For the most part Rayber lived with him without being pain­
fully aware of his  presence but the moments would s t i l l  come 
when, rushing from some inexp licable part of hims e l f ,  he would 
experience a love for the child so outrageous that he would 
be left  shocked and depressed for days , and trembling for 
his sanity. I t  was only a touch of the curse that lay in 
his blood • • He did not believe that he himself was 
formed in the image and likeness of God but that Bishop was 
he had no doubt. The l i ttle boy was part of  a simple equation 
that required no further solution, except at the moments when 
with l i ttle or no warning he would feel himself overwhelmed 
by the horrifying love • • • • I t  was love w i thout reason, 
love for some thing future les s ,  love that appeared to exis t  
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only to be itself,  imperious and a l l  demanding, the kind that 
would cause him to make a fool of himself in an instant. 
And i t  only began with Bishop • • • •  and then like an ava­
lanche covered everything his reason hated. He always felt 
with i t  a rush of longing to have the old man ' s  eyes--insane, 
fish-colored, violent with their impossible vision of a world 
transfigured-- turned on him once again. The longing was like 
an undertow in his blood dragging him backwards to what he 
knew to be madness.  ( 3 7 2 )  
The divine power embodied i n  Bishop clearly demons trates i t s  gro­
tesque r e s i s tance to the confines of reason and order suggested by 
Rayber ' s  "simple equation that required no further solution." Its in­
f luence is pervasive enough to drive Rayber to foolishness whereby the 
boundaries he has created to contain himself in calculated, "safe" empti­
ness would be destroyed, and he would be  compelled to return to a child­
like state in which he would s t i l l  be receptive to his great-unc le ' s  
"vision of  a world transfigured"--a world that i s ,  in Bakhtin ' s  words, 
"des troyed so that it may be regenerated" (48 ) .  His mad " longing" thus 
drags him "backwards , "  suggesting the reversal of a hierarchy: to sub­
mit to his longing would be to regress from the higher level of rationa l ,  
"adult" dignity to the lower, more primitive plain o f  instinctual, in­
discriminate desire, whereby like Bishop, he would reflect the nature 
of the divine force which haunts Tarwater throughout the story. 
When his great-uncle dies,  Tarwater takes up his own s truggle 
against the old man ' s  "b lood . "  For the first time in his life,  he ex­
periences the absence of the man ' s  powerfu l ,  authoritarian influence 
and feels " that he was only j u s t  now meeting himself,  as if as long 
as his uncle had lived , he had been deprived of his own acquain-
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tance" ( 3 24 ) .  The "se lf" whom he finally meets i s  a comic grotesque 
figure who in many ways f its Bakhtin ' s  description of the grotesque 
devil ,  " the gay ambivalent figure expressing the unofficial point of  
view, the material bodily s tratum" (41 ) .  This figure takes shape in 
three of the story ' s  minor characters--Meeks, the copper parts salesman; 
the s tranger in the park who te lls  Tarwater, "Be like me, young fel low 
• •  don ' t  let  no jackasses tell  you what to do" ;  and most obviously, 
the lavender-eyed stranger who rapes Tarwater near the nove l ' s  con­
clus ion. A l l  of these characters, including the voice within the boy ' s  
head, create a parody of official manhood with their c liched advice 
and macho menta l i ty ,  but taken as a whole, they do not function merely 
as O ' Connor ' s  satirica l ,  cynical comment on this aspect of cultural 
reality, for they also play an essential comic role in Tarwater ' s  trans­
formation. 
The voice which the boy hears after his uncle dies initiates his 
urge to burn the elderly man ' s  remains instead of burying them as he 
had been told to do,  and catalyzes his venture out of the safe confines 
of the clearing where there is "just as much light as the sun wants 
to let  in" into the "evil" c i ty where "he saw • • •  that people were 
has tening away from the Lord God Almighty" ( 317-319 ) .  Meeks, the cop-
per parts salesman, provides Tarwate r ' s  initiation into the fallen world 
when he offers the boy a ride into the c i ty ,  as we l l  as man-to-man advice 
on how to become a successful, albeit manipulative, businessman. Tarwater 
begins to mimic Meek ' s  macho, calculating atti tude and te lls  him he 
is going to the c i ty " to find out" i f  "everything" his great-uncle 
" l earnt" him " i s  true" : 
"What line was your great-uncle in?" Meeks asked. 
"He was a prophet,"  the boy said.  
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"Is that right?" Meeks asked and his shoulders jumped 
several times as if they were going to leap over his head. 
"Who ' d  he prophesy to?" 
"To me,"  Tarwater said. "Nobody else would listen to 
him and there wasn ' t  anybody else for me to lis ten to . He 
grabbed me away from this other unc le,  my only blood connec­
tion now, so as to save me from running to doom . "  
"You were a captive audienc e , "  Meeks said.  "And now 
you ' re coming to town to run to doom with the rest of  us , 
huh?" ( 35 0 )  
However,  Tarwater remains "a  captive" o f  his great-unc l e ' s  influ­
ence once he reaches the c i ty and meets Bishop, whom he feels compelled 
to baptize as a fulfillment of his elder ' s  conviction that doing so 
would be his first "mission" as a prophet. He is repulsed by the l i t­
tle boy ' s  grotesque likeness to his great-unc l e ,  yet he is  unable to 
draw his attention away from him. In the park, he nearly succeeds in 
baptizing Bishop against his w i l l ,  but his "voice" continues to con­
vince him that drowning the boy instead of baptizing him would be the 
surest sign of liberation from his great-unc le ' s  madness and hence,  
the assertion of his  official manhood. Rayber likewise attempts to 
replace Mason Tarwater ' s  parental influence: 
"Listen, l i s ten Frankie , "  he said,  "you ' re not a lone anymore. 
You have a friend. You have more than a friend now . "  He 
swallowed. "You have a father. " 
The boy turned very white. His eyes were blackened by 
the shadow of some unspeakable outrage. "I ain ' t ast for 
no father , "  and the sentence s truck like a whip across his 
uncle ' s  face. "I ain ' t ast for no father," he repeated. 
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" I ' m  out of the womb of a whore. I was born in a wreck. "  
He f lung this forth as i f  he were declaring a royal birth. 
(368) 
Tarwater' s rejection of Rayber ' s  fatherly inclinations is the same re­
pulsion he displays toward the authority of Christ as it was presented 
to him by his other "father" : 
"You ' re were born into bondage and baptized into freedom, 
into the death of the Lord, into the death of the Lord Jesus 
Chri s t . "  
Then the child would feel a sul lenness creeping over 
him, a slow warm rising resentment that this freedom had to 
be connected with Jesus and that Jesus had to be the Lord. 
(315)  
Thu s ,  Tarwater attempts to  repell both the rationalistic authori ty of  
Rayber and the irrational power of God transmitted through old  Tarwater 
by lis tening to the advice of his other self who , as the novel progreses, 
becomes an increasingly influential and tangible presence outside of 
the boy. Echoing the attitudes and clich's of Meeks and the s tranger 
in the park, the "friend" counsels Tarwater to prove his self-assertion 
and manhood by drowning Bishop: "No finaler act than thi s ,  his friend 
said. ' In dealing with the dead you have to act. There ' s  no mere word 
sufficient to say NO • • • •  Be a man • • • •  I t ' s  only one dimwit 
you have to drown" (431 ) .  Tarwater attempts the drowning with the 
belief that he can then return to Powderhead as a "free" human being, 
and go about his "bidnis . "  Mystery, however, continues to intervene , 
to prevent his closure of  the self.  While drowning Bishop, " the defeated 
boy cried out the words of baptism" while " the sibilant oaths of his 
friend" fade away "on the darkness" (432 ) .  
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On his journey back to Powderhead , Tarwater encounters the last 
personification of his other self, the " lean, old- looking young man" 
driving a lavender and cream-colored car, who again mimics the others '  
cliched thinking and offers him s trong cigarettes and whiskey which 
drug him into unconsciousness. It is not until Tarwater later discovers 
he has been raped by the s tranger that he realizes the full impact of 
"closing" himself off from the divine presence in his physical exis tence. 
When Tarwater woke u p ,  the sun was directly overhead , 
very small and s i lver, sifting down light that seemed to spend 
itself before i t  reached him. He saw first his thin white 
legs stretching in front of him. He was propped up against 
a log that lay across a small open space between two very 
tal l  trees. His hands were loosely tied with a lavender hand­
kerchief which his fr.iend had thought of ·as an exchange for 
the hat. His clothes were neatly p i l ed by his side. Only 
his shoes were on him. He perceived that his hat was gone. 
(441) 
In an attempt to become self-reliant, Tarwater has l i terally and meta­
phorically "screwed hims elf . "  The above passage suggests the bondage,  
not liberation, of his  new self-assertive manhood , as his  hands are 
" tied" and the sun ' s  light cannot "reach him." His condition functions 
partially as a grotesque parody and debasement of the cultural concept 
of manliness,  for taken to its extremes, the "p roven" male ego becomes 
narcissistic--"bound up" by its own sense of independence and control 
whereby the expression of love for others is a weakness and hence, a 
threat to that self-sufficiency. But the parody does not remain a deni a l ,  
for Tarwater ' s  awakening i n  the above passage becomes h i s  trans itional 
moment ,  as a physical change in his eyes, his "vision," is described: 
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"His eyes looked small and seedlike as if  while he was asleep, they 
had been lifted out, scorched, and dropped back into his head" (441 ) .  
Clearly, the isolated self which Bakhtin ' s  grotesque theory rejects, 
is  transformed here by the implica tion of "seed like" eyes, because hu­
mans receive "at birth the seeds of every form of life" and they "may 
choose the seed that w i l l  develop and bear fruit" (Bakh tin, 364) . 
Tarwater thus chooses the "seeds" tha t ,  as a chi ld,  his great-uncle 
"had been dropping one by one into him • • •  s i lent, hidden in his 
bloods tream" ( 3 39 ) .  He returns to Powderhead recognizing through a 
vision that the insatiable hunger that has become a part of  him since 
he first left the clearing is " the same as the old man ' s , "  and like 
Rayber ' s  insane love, i t  yearns for the communal :  
The boy remained s tanding there, his eyes s t i l l  reflec­
ting the field the Negro had crossed. It seemed to him no 
longer empty but people with a mul t i tude. Everywhere, he 
saw dim figures seated on the s lope and as he gazed he saw 
that from a single basket the throng was being fed. (446) 
Tarwater submits to the authority of God , to the "bleeding s tinking 
mad shadow of  Jesus , "  but along with this authority comes the promise 
of change,  of a world as Bakhtin would say, " renewed" through the mad­
ness of a grotesque Jesus. As we have seen, the destruction inherent 
in this . image and which has likewise manifested itself in Tarwater ' s  
life i s  essential to the type o f  regenerative process described by 
Bakhtin. The command given to Tarwater when the " tree of fire" appears 
contains the two elements of des true ti on and regeneration: "GO WARN 
THE CHILDREN OF GOD OF THE TERRIBLE SPEED OF MERCY" (447 ) .  God ' s  mercy 
is paradoxical, at once " terrible" in its ravagement but loving in its 
salvation. As a bearer of this message, Tarwater returns to the "dark 
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city, where the children of God lay sleeping," liberated from the closure 
of the isolated self and prepared to plant the "seeds" of divine growth 
in the human community. 
VI 
Al though O ' Conno r ' s  published essays and correspondence have perhaps 
made her fic tion more accessible to a wider audience, they have also 
encouraged the tendency in many critics to become too preoccupied with 
"proving"
. 
how her grotesques reflect the moral or theologically orthodox 
posi tions she took in her prose. Obviously, O ' Connor ' s  grotesque charac-
ters, landscapes , and inanimate objects do i l luminate those " repugnant" 
distortions that, as a "novelist with Christian concerns ," she could 
I 
not help but observe (MM, 3 3 ) . But she also believed that every human 
being is  a mirror of  God and therefore contains the potential for be-
coming an image o f ,  as she put i t ,  " the whole man" (44 ) .  She was clearly 
more interested in exploring the process of attaining that status than 
she was in defining the final produc t ,  but as we have seen, many of 
her critics are more concerned with emphasizing how her grotesques 
reveal a deviancy from a moral or Christian ideal rather than with ex-
amining those deviancies as signposts of becoming. Such critics offer 
readings that attribute a kind of moral or spiritual closure to O ' Connor ' s  
fiction and consequently sugges t  that she was a proselyter rather than 
a novelist.  
Bakhtin ' s  theory of the grotesque, however,  provides a context 
in which the reader/critic can expand upon O ' Connor ' s  stated intentions 
for her use of the grotesque, because it is constructed on the premise 
that humanity is continually evolving and that such elements as violence 
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and destruction, even death, a l l  play a role in effecting change and 
renewal in human life.  What Bakhtin ' s  theory , of course, does not em­
phasize is the active intervention of a divine being in the physical 
world which establishes a hierarchy of beings and renders man not " the 
relative center of the cosmos" (Bakhtin, 363 ) .  S tories such as "A Good 
Man Is Hard to Find , "  "The Artificial Nigger," and "Revelation , "  as 
well as the novel The Violent Bear ..!_! Away , particularly stress the 
presence of a being who, though immanent or active in the physical world, 
is nonethe less a superior transcendent force to be reckoned with by 
the characters in those works . I t  is  obvious , for example, that in 
the conclusion of The Violent Bear ..!_! Away, Tarwater has been singled 
out by this deity to become one who , by implication of his new " s tatus" 
as a "prophe t , "  is placed spiritually above those sinners "who lay 
s leeping" in the c i ty .  
The difference, however, between a prophet like Tarwater and Bakhtin ' s  
reference to those occupying a position within a hierarchy i s ,  in Bakhtin ' s  
own term, "officia l . "  Like the biblical prophets in their time, Tarwater 
w i l l  never be taken seriously by the society he is about to enter for, 
to use Asals words, he is  indeed " too repellent, too grotesque--igno-
rant, violent, mad" to become the official or institutionalized ideal 
of a saviour/hero. In short, Tarwater will  always represent the "unof­
ficial" point-of-view; as a type of revo lutionary, his deviant behavior 
w i l l  disrupt those previously discussed "manners" or es tablished codes 
of behavior which constitute official hierarchies. 
Thu s ,  i t  seems that there are some para l lels  to be drawn between 
O ' Conno r ' s  god ·and the carnivalesque nature of the grotesque. If we 
agree that Tarwate r ' s  appearance and behavior as a "freak" do not f i t  
the paradigmatic conception of the spiritual leader or holy man, i t  
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fol lows that he serves to contradict middle-class Christianity and its 
accompanying judgments of society which we have previously examined. 
Tarwater ' s  grotesquerie,  then, es tranges accepted, conventional belief, 
because he shows , along with such characters as Hazel Motes and The 
M i s f i t ,  that those who effect redemption or chang� are themselves im­
perfect and occupy the lowest posi tions on society ' s  hierarchies. Such 
characters exemp l i fy the carniva lesque present in O ' Connor ' s  theology 
for,  by choosing the mos t  socially unacceptable beings to represent 
or  embody her god , she has created a fictional world liberated, as 
Bakhtin would say, " from the prevailing truth and from the establ ished 
order" ( 10 ) . This wor l d ,  more specifically, is governed by the carni­
val " turnabout logic"--the "continual shif ting from top to bo t tom , from 
front to rear" (Bakhtin, 1 1 ) .  Her god is  found not in consecrated ca­
thedra l s  and marble icons , but in hogpens , on deserted country roads, 
and in the scorched eyes of  rebellious backwoods adolescents. 
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NOTES 
1other critics taking similar approaches to O ' Connor ' s  use of the 
grotesque include the fol lowing: Jonathan Baumbach in "The Acid of 
God ' s  Grace" (Landscape _£!. Nightmare: Studies in the Contemporary American 
Novel) ; Andre Bleikasten in "The Heresy of F lannery O ' Connor" (Critical 
Essays in Flannery O ' Connor) ; Carter Martin in The True Country: Themes 
in the Fiction _£!. Flannery O ' Connor;  and Ralph C .  Wood in "The Catholic 
Faith of Flannery O ' Connor ' s  Protes tant Characters" (The Flannery 
O' Connor Bulletin).  
2
For further discussion of Manicheism in O ' Conno r ' s  fiction, see 
the fol lowing: M . A .  Klug in "Flannery O ' Connor and the Manichean Spirit 
of Modernism" ( Southern Humanities Review) and Marion Montgomery in 
"Ancient Manicheans in Rural Georgia and Elsewhere" (Why Flannery 
O ' Connor Stayed Home ) .  
3c 
• 
• h h • 0 I C I h • h t • l d ritics w o emp asize onnor s umor in er gro esques inc u e :  
Kathleen Feeley in F lannery O' Connor: Voice of the Peacock and Lucinda 
H .  MacKethan in "Hogpens and Hallelujahs: The function of the Image 
in F lannery O ' Connor ' s  Grotesque Comedies" (Buckne l l  Review ) .  
4T . wo exceptions are: Bruce Marshall Gentry in "The Eye vs.  the 
Body: Individual and Communal Grotesquerie in Wise Blood" (Modern 
Fic tion S tudies) and S teven Weisenburger in " S tyle in Wise Blood" 
(Genre ) .  
5 S teven Wei senburger, who discusses the grotesquerie of Wise Blood 
as an aspect of O ' Conno r ' s  s tyle,  expresses a similar view of this point: 
"As an allegorical type of Saint Anthony • • • Haze is displaced in 
the material world so that its monstrousness and his need for sanctuary 
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are. preludes to a series of crises that are themselves s teps in an actual, 
moral and spiritual transfiguration" (93 ) .  
6For more on language in Wise Blood , see S teven Weisenburger ' s  
discuss ion of words as "containers'.' (87-90 ) .  
7In a study of Wise Blood that synthesizes the theories o f  both 
Kayser and Bakhtin, Marshall Bruce Gentry acknowledges that Hazel ' s  
death and self-inflicted blindness are indicative of his movement out 
of self- isolation: 
That Wise Blood , a novel famous for i ts wealth of  eye imagery, 
should end in the destruction of eyes, is a final sign of  
the movement of Hazel Motes from his individual grotesque 
vis ion into the grotesque community.  In Hazel ' s  war between 
the eye (or the " I " )  and the body, i t  is the body, which is  
both dead and a l ive , that eventually wins. (492) 
However, Gentry emphasizes Haz e l ' s  death as  a return to " the familial 
community from which he had rebelled , "  not as his freedom from his fa­
mily's influential ascetic rejection of the physical world (492 ) .  Gentry 
offers a rather limited interpretation of Haze l ' s  death, because he 
makes only simple generalizations like the above, neglecting to explore 
Hazel ' s  becoming the pin point of light in a full Bakhtinian contex t ,  
that i s ,  how i t  implies h i s  freedom from the authoritative , familial­
imposed guilt that has catalyzed his isolation from the wor l d .  
8A . R .  Coulthard, for instanc e ,  devotes h i s  discussion o f  " A  Good 
Man Is Hard to Find" to determining The Misfi t ' s  degree of evil in com­
parison to the grandmother ' s :  
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Since The Misfit is indeed killing somebody, his decision 
is clear. He is just as vain as the old lady and much more 
despicably evi l .  I f  the door to salvation remains open a 
crack for The Misfit,  i t  is because of God ' s  unlimited mercy 
and The Misfi t ' s  statement ending the s tory. ( 9 5 )  
Like the comments o f  those mentioned earlier who view O ' Connor' s use 
of  the grotesque as a flag of  moral and spiri tual degeneracy, Coulthard ' s  
article does little more than to assert a Kayserian pronouncement upon 
The Misfit as  one who embodies the .,demonic aspects of the world" and 
thus fails to notice the character ' s  involvement in the process of re­
newal occurring within the grandmother. 
9virginia Pyron examines O ' Connor ' s  landscapes as elements in her 
short stories that "mirror" and foreshadow plot,  a function which she 
believes adds to "the shock value" of  O ' Connor ' s  work: 
The landscape images rise and swell in harmony with the action, 
and a t  the moment of climax they subside to a dimly remembered 
strain, leaving Miss O ' Connor ' s  message to stand on its own. 
In the silence left by the absence of nature ' s  accompaniment,  
the "shout" of F lannery O ' Connor is  heard all  the more clearly. 
( 568)  
A l though Pyron never clearly states her own interpretation of  O ' Connor ' s  
"message," she implies that nature ' s  typical return to inanimacy a t  
the climax of  each short s tory suggests a world devoid o f  divine presence. 
She concludes her discuss ion of "A Good Man ls Hard to Find" by noting: 
The nature images have accompanied the story from its 
innocent outs e t ,  through i ts looming threats of danger, toward 
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its c l imax of death and spiri tual emptiness. But at the end 
of  the story, nature returns to its ordinary function as mere 
backdrop. ( 560) 
Pyron ' s  emphasis on nature as a contributor to " shock value" echoes 
one of the aims O ' Connor gave for her use of the grotesque--to reveal 
those "repugnant" distortions she saw in her environment. However, 
as we have discovered, this is not the only function of the grotesque, 
which includes her animate landscapes.  Thus, Pyron' s  discussion is 
limi ted to a Kayserian-based view of  O ' Connor ' s  works , neglecting to 
treat her landscapes ' roles in amplifying her characters' redemption 
and Bakhtinian renewa l.  
10Paul Nisly makes a similar observation, noting that the statue 
immortalizes " the pride of the white man who glories in his ability 
to control and use the black man" ( 5 3 ) . 
11carol Shloss , in taking a psycho-analytical approach to the nove l,  
finds "reasons to  doubt" Tarwate r ' s  " renewa l , "  because she believes 
Tarwater is a "victim of psychological determinism" (84-85 ) .  She con­
cludes that "there is  evidence, in brief , that Tarwate r ' s  appointed 
miss ion a t  the end of the story may simply be the fru i t  of irreversible 
psychological damage" ( 8 5 ) .  Thus, she takes a negative, Kayserian-based 
view of madness in the novel ;  she does not equate i t  with spiritual 
vision or the Bakhtinian idea that it is  an observing of  the world with 
eyes "not dimmed by • • •  commonplace ideas and judgments" ( 3 9 ) .  Shloss 
arrives at  a final view of the novel that echoes Asals:  I I  indeed 
the predominant impression conveyed by the novel is that all  of humanity 
is unspeakable gross" ( 96 ) .  
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